14 September  
Roberta Muramatsu  
“The rhetoric and methodology of behavioral economics: a study of choice over time”  
Comments: Job Daemen

24 September  
Luis Mireles-Flores  
"Economic models and their uses: how purposes shape representation in economics."

22 October  
Job Daemen  
“The Austrian Middleground in Finance”

5 November  
Mohammad Tavakoli  
“Commitment, motivation, and economic choice”

19 November  
Thomas Wells  
“Perfectionism, sympathy and simulation in Sen’s Capability Approach”

3 December  
To be arranged

10 December  
To be arranged

**Winter/Spring 2007**

January 15  
Floris Heukelom (UvA)  
“Who are the behavioral economists and what do they say?”  
Comments: Jelle de Boer (UvA) and Tijmen Daniels (UvA)  
Chair: Job Daemen
January 29
Giorgos Papadopoulos
"The Future of Money"
Comments: Thomas Wells & Jack Vromen
Chair: Mohammad Tavakoli

February 12
Clemens Hirsch
"The Methodological Assessment of Institutionalisms"
Chair: Kwela Sabine Hermanns

February 26
Job Daemen
"Finance"
Chair: Thomas Wells

March 12
Mohammad Tavakoli
"Multiple Commitments"
Chair: Luis Mireles Flores

March 26
Thomas Wells
“The rationality of freedom”
Chair: Till Düppe
Comments: Mary Robertson

April 23
Luis Mireles Flores
"The practical relevance of economic theories"
Chair: Job Daemen
Comments: Anil Divarci

May 14
Ali Jaberi
"Values and Consumer Behaviour"
Chair: Clemens Hirsch

May 29
Ramzi Mabsout
"Capabilities as well-being? Exploring the capability approach over one of its domains"
Comments: Attilia Ruzzene
Chair: Thomas Wells
June 11
Till Düppe
“Ideology and Economics”
Chair: Ali Jaberi